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PREFACE

I

The Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) will provide an

evolutionary upgrading of air traffic surveillance capability together with an

integrated groundlair ‘data link. Both features are required to support the
.. .

pbnned automatid~, Of air traffic control.
... . ,..,

DABS includes a unique code as part of each interrogation to indicate

to which aircraft that interrogation is addressed. This allows the ground

sensor to control the timing of replies from neighboring aircraft, eliminating

the self-interference due to overlapping replies (termed synchronous garble)

which is a basic limitation of the present Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon

System (A TCRBS). By providing for the inclusion of a message as part of an

interrogation and/or reply, ground/air data link communications can be

accommodated on the same channel with a small increase in equipment com-

plexity. In addition to its surveillance and communications functions, DABS

protides the basis for a number of additioml ATC - related functions includin~

air-to-air conflict detection, precise synchronization of airborne clocks, and

one-way DME [1].

Two issues have dominated the design of DABS! the ability to meet

the projected surveillance and communications demands Of an autOmated ATC

system: and cost, both to the FAA and to the airspace user, including the cost

of transitioning from ATCRBS to DABS.



Reliability of gervice, in terms of surveillance continuity and com-

munications availability, rather than accuracy or data rate has received major

emphasis. Such reliability assumes special importance in supporting an auto-

mated system, where a human controller is not readily available to interpret

imperfect data and work around system vagaries.

A gradual evolution from ATCRBS to DABS is required to allow for

a reasonable service life for ATCRBS equipments before mandatory replace-

ment. ATCRBS and DABS sensors and transponders will thus coexist for an

etiended period of time. To preclude the expense of introducing a new system

while maintaining an old one at full capability, DABS equipments must include

ATCRBS capability. Then during the transition DABS sensors will provide

surveillance of AT CRBS-equipped aircraft, and DABS-equipped aircraft will

respond to ATCRBS sensors. While there are many possible approaches to

the design of a discrete address beacon system, the need for inter-operation

with ATC RBS dictates maximum commonality of design consistent with

achieving the desired system performance.

The major criteria influencing the design of DABS signal formats

are as follows:

i. Mitimize system (esp. transponder) cost commensurate

with performance requirements.

ii. Provide for the easy inclusion of ATCRBS as a mode of

DABS.

. . .
111. Maximize air/ground link reliability, with particular

emphasis on minimizing

interference, multipath,
,

pattern irregularities.

degradation due to ATCRBS

and fading arising from antenna

jv

.

.

,

.
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iv. Provide surveillance and communication capacity to meet

projected demands, with enough margin and design flexi-

bility to accommodate reasonable utioreseen requirements.

The selection of signal formats, finally embodied in a Natioml

Standard for DABS, will be the most enduring - and thus the most important -

element of the DABS design. Particular realizations of sensor and trans -

ponders, while an integral part of demonstrating system tiability, can be

supplanted as hardware technology evolves without affecting already existing

equipments. Because of its far reaching impact, a change in signal format is

much more traumatic. Therefore, the imporbnce of “getting it right” the

first time, and the concomitant emphasis given that phase of the DABS design.

This document specifies provisional DABS signal formats, i. e. , the

characteristics of the !tsignals-in- spacer! which form the DABS interrogations

and replies. Also included is a discussion of the utilization of the described

formats to effect the surveillance and data link communication functions for

which DABS has been designed. These signal formats will be used in the design

and construction of engineering development model transponders and interro-

gators for prototype system test and evaluation at NAFEC during Phase II of

of the DABS Development Program; and, with modifications resulting from t,his

test and evaluation effort, will form the basis for the operational implementation

of DABS.
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1. INTRODUCTION/SUMMARY

1.1 General

DABS adds to ATCRBS the capability for selectively interrogating

individual aircraft and for exchanging data-link messages betieen the inter-

,
rogator facility and the aircraft. These’fi~w” ~a’pabilities require the intro-

duction of new signal formats and operating modes. The principal features

of the DABS formats are summarized in this sectiO~ later sectiOns amPlifY

on each of these issues, providing a detailed description of the formats and

the related operating modes.

1.2 ATCRBS Compatibility

To facilitate the transition from ATCRBS to DABS over an etiended

period, DABS installations, both grOund and airbOrne, include full ATCRBS

capability: using ATCRBS formats, DABS interrogators will provide sur-

veillance of AT CR BS-equipped aircraft and DABS transponders will reply to

ATCRBS interrogators. To accomplish this dual mode operation (ATCRBS

and DABS) with minimum equipment complexity, DABS will operate On the

same interrogation and reply frequencies as AT CRBS.

1. 2.1 Discrete Address

Each DABS-equipped aircraft will be assigned a unique 24-bit address,

which will be included in all discretely-addressed interrogations and replies

involving that airc raft. This address can be assigned in such a manner as to

automatically identify to the ground facility the voice call sign of the aircraft.

1-1
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1. 2.2 Error Protection

Each DABS interrogation/reply is encoded to reduce to a very small

value the probability of acceptance of a message containing an error. Twenty-

four redundant check-bits (parity bits) are included in each message. These

check-bits are combined with the 24 address bits so that a high degree of

error protection is achieved with no increase in message length.

1. 2.3 Mes sage Length

A DABS message (interrogation or reply) is either 56 or 112 bits

long, inclusive of addres s/parity bits, but excluding synchronization preamble.

The 112-bit format is used for the transmission of ground-air or air-ground

data-link messages.

1. 2.4 Altitude Echo

Each DABS interrogation (except ELM, paragraph 1. 7) contains a

12-bit field which transmits to the aircraft the latest received value of the air-

craft altitude, corrected for local barometric pressure. This provides a

continuous, full-loop cheek of the aircraft’ s altitude-reporting system, a

necessity if the surveillance data are to be used for automatic conflict detection/

resolution.

1. 2.5 Synchro- DABS

The DABS formats include the necessary control information to

accommodate the auxiliary functions of the proposed Synchro-DABS system [1].

These functions include air-to-air conflict detection, precise synchronization

of airborne clocks, and one-way DME. (See paragraph 1. 9).
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1.3 Uplink Parameters

1. 3.1 Frequency: 1030 MHz (same, as ATCRBS).

1. 3.2 Modulation: 4 Mbps differential phase- shift keying (DPSK).

1. 3.3 ATCRBS Reply Suppression

Each discretely-addressed uplink transmission is preceded by a pair

of 0.8 ~sec pulses, spaced 2. 0 #sec. This pulse pair activates the sidelobe

suppression circuitry in an ATCRBS transponder, preventing the DABS trans-

mission from triggering an accidental reply by the AT CRBS transponder. The

duration of a DABS uplink transmission is less than the minimum ATCRBS SLS

suppression time, so that the DABS transmission is completed before the

ATCRBS transponder comes out of suppression.

1.4 Downlink Parameters

1. 4.1 Frequency: 1090 MHz (same as ATCRBS).

1. 4.2 Modulation: 1 Mbps pulse position modulation (PPM). (A form of

nonreturn-to-zero pulse-amplitude modulation (NRZ/PAM) which pe rmits the

demodulation of the DABS signal in the presence of strong ATCRBS inter-

ference. )

1.5 Modified ATCRBS Interrogation Types

1. 5,1 Mode A/DABS All-Call

A modified ATCRBS Mode A interrogation which elicits a normal

Mode A reply from an ATCRBS transponder, and an All-Call reply from a

DABS transponder not being discretely addressed.

1. 5.2 Mode C/DABS All-Call

A modified ATCRBS Mode C interrogation which elicits a normal

Mode C reply from an ATCRBS transponder, and an All-Call reply from a

DABS transponder not being discretely addressed.

1-3



1.6 DABS Interrogation Types

1. 6.1 DABS-Only All- Call

A special 56-bit format which elicits an All-Call reply from a DABS

transponder, but elicits no reply from an ATCRBS transponder.

1. 6.2 Surveillance

A 56-bit format which contains a control field, altitude

24-bit address/parity.

1. 6.3 Comm-A

echo and the

A 112-bit format which, in addition to the contents of the Surveillance

interrogation, contains a 56-bit data link field.

1. 6.4 COmm-C

A special 112-bit format which is used for extended-length message

(ELM) transmission.

1.7 DABS Reply Types

1. 7.1 AlI-Call

A 56-bit format used in response to a Mode A/DABS All-Call,

Mode C/DABS All-Call, or DABS-only All-Call interrogation includes a

6-bit ,,ca PabilitY,, field, plus 24-bit aircraft address and paritY fields.

1. 7.2 Surveillance

A 56-bit format which contains a control field, altitude (or 4096 code ‘

setting), and address/parity field.

1. 7.3 Comm-B

A 1 12-bit format which, in addition to the contents of a Surveillance

reply, contains a 56-bit data link field.

1. 7.4 Comm-D

A special

transmission.

12-bit format which is used for extended- ength message



1.8 Extended-Length Message

The Comm-A and Comm-B formats provide for the inclusion of a

56-bit data link message as part of an interrogation or reply. Each such

message requires a full interrogation-reply pair for its transmission, and is

individually acknowledged. An Etiended-Length Message (ELM) protocol with

associated up- and downlink fOrmats (C Omm-C and COmm- D) prOvides fOr the

more efficient transmission of longer messages. This protocol permits the

chaining of up to 16 message segments, each a Comm-C or Comm-D format

containing 80 data link mes sage bits, with a single acknowledgment for the

total message. It is expected that ELM capability will be included only in

relatively sophisticated airborne installations, e. g. , air carrier aircraft,

and will share input/output devices with other onboard data link systems.

1.9 Auxiliary Functions

Once each scan of the interrogator antenna, a precisely-timed inter-

rogation will be transmitted to each DABS-equipped aircraft. This synchronized

interrogation is timed such that the resulting reply occurs at a specified clock

time. These synchronized interrogations and replies provide the basis for

several amiliary functiOns, as fOllOws:

1. 9.1

relative

replies,

1. 9.2

Air-to-Air Conflict Detection

Suitably-equipped aircraft can determine the range, range-rate, and

bearing of other DABS-equipped aircraft by listening to their synchronized

and thus can perform air-to-air conflict detection.

Clock Synchronization

The synchronized reply time provides to the aircraft a precise time ref-

erence once every few seconds. This can be used to continuously update anairbor’ne



clock, permitting the maintenance of a precise on-board time stindard at

relatively low cost.

1. 9.3 One-way DME

Ground facilities (e. g. , VOR’ a ) can be equipped to radiate DABS-

like signals at precise clock times. These signals can be used by aircraft

equipped with DABS plus a time reference and DME decoder to determine

range to the radiating ground faci~ty.

1



2. INTERROGATION SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS

1.

2.1 General

Two classes of interrogations are transmitted bya DA3S sensor,

(a) AT CRBS/DABS All-Call interrogations, and (b) DABS interrogations.

ATCRBS/DABS All-Call interrogations are used for surveillance of ATCRBS-

equipped aircraft, and for the initial acquisition of DABS- equipped aircraft.

DABS interrogations are used for surveillance and data link communication

with DABS-equipped aircraft on a sensor! s surveillance roll-call; in addition,

the DABS-only All-Call may be used for the initial acquisition of DABS aircraft

without triggering replies from ATCRBS-equipped aircraft.

2.2 Operating Frequency

The center frequency of the interrogation transmission shall be

1030 t O. 1 MHz.—

2.3 AT,CRBS/DABS All-Call Interrogation Signal Characteristics

The AT CRBS/DABS All-Call Interrogations are similar to the corres-
,

pending ATCRBS interrogations as defined in the U. S. National Standard fOr

the IFF Mark-X (SIF)/Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System Characteristics,

but with an additional pulse P4 following P3. An ATCRBS transponder will be

unaffected by the presence of the P4 pulse, and will respond with a normal

AT CRBS reply. A DABS transponder will recognize the interrogation as a

DABS All-Call interrogation and will respond with a DABS All-Call reply.

2-1
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2. 3.1 An AT CR BS/DABS All-Call interrogation consists of three pulses,

P
1’ ‘3’

and P ~, as depicted in Figure 2. 3-1. Following the first interroga-

tion pulse PI, a control pulse P2 is transmitted on a separate antenna pattern

to suppress responses from aircraft in sidelobes of the interrogator

F—{E& :: ;:: ;g}~.1.5usec+

antenna.

1nterrogati on IJ
1+ 1- -

0.8 usec 0.8 psec 0.5 vsec

~2.O use.+

SLS Control
Transmission

Figure 2.3-1. ATCRBS/DABS All-Call Interrogations.

2. 3.2 Pulse width, spacing, rise and fall times, and tolerances there On

for pulses PI, P2, and P3 shall be as defined in the U. S. National Standard

for AT CRBS.

2. 3.3 The interval between P3 and P4 shall be 1.5 ~ O. 1 psec.

2. 3,4 The duration of pulse P4 shall be O. 5 ~ O. 1 P sec.

2. 3.5 The rise-time and decay time of pulse P4 shall be as defined in the

U. S. National Standard for ATCRBS for pulses PI, P2, and P3.



2. 3.6

the ~. S

2.4

The radiated amp fitide of PZ compred to PI shll be as defined in

National Standard for ATCRBS.

DABS Interrogation Signal Characteristics

A DABS interrogation consists of a preamble and a Ata block con-

taining 56 or 112 data bits. The sigml format is depicted in Fi~re 2.4-1.

sLs mntml
Trangissim

P5

0.8 “SK

Figure 2, 4-1. DABS kterrogation.

2.4. 1 Preamble

The preamble consists of a pair of pulses PI and P2, spaced
I

2.0 ~ 0. 1 ~sec apafi, to intentionally suppress .ITCRBS transponders \vhich

receive the inter ~ogation. Pulse \t,idth and rise and fall times shall be as

defined’for pdses Pl and P, of an .4 TCRBS interrogation.

2. 4,? 3ata Block consists of a single RF pdse of duration lj or 2? ~sec.

beginning s. j - 0. 1 Usec after the leading edge of pl. ~ata ~.odulation is

accomplished by phase re~-ersals of the RF signal.



2. 4.3 The radiated amplitude of the data block shall be witiin 1 dB of the

radiated amplitude of PI.

2.4.4 A phase reversal, termed the sync phase reversal, shall occur

0.5 t 0.1 psec following the leading edge of the data block.—

2. 4.5 Each data block includes 56 or 112 data bits, each Of duratiOn

0.25 ~sec. The first data bit begins O. 5~sec after the sync phase reversal.

2. 4.6 Differential Phase Shift Keyed (DPSK) modulation is used, with a

phase reversal of the RF signal at the beginning of a bit interval representing

a binary one, and no phase reversal representing a binary zero.

— . .,. , .. . . –– .. . - - -- ,.. m,.. n 9.
2. 4.7 Lath transmlccea pnase reversal shall occur at a rime 11 x u. .U

t O. 02 Vsec (N ? 2) after the sync phase reversal. Thus, the first time a data

bit phase reversal can occur is O. 5 ~ 0.02 #see after the sync phase reversal.

2. 4.8 The time required for a phase reversal shall be not less than O. 04 ~ see,

nor greater than O. 08 psec.

2.5 DABS SLS

2.5. I A control pulse P, shall be transmitted to permit the DABS transponder

to determine whether the interrogation emanates from the main beam or side-

lobe of an interrogator.

2. 5.2 The control pulse P5 shall be 0.8 ~ o, 1 ~ ‘ec 10ng” ‘he leading ‘dge

t 0.05 ~sec, with the leading edge ofOf pulse P5 shall be coincident in time> _

the data block.



2. 5.3

used for

aircraft

The control pulse P5 shall be radiated using the same antenna pattern

the P2 control pulse of an ATCRBS/All-Call interrogation. For an

not in the main beam of the interrogator, the received P5 pulse

amplitude will exceed that of the data block. The transponder will then not

detect the sync phase reversal, and thus will not attempt to decode the re-

mainder of the data block.

2-5
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3. REPLY SIGNAL CHAMCTERISTICS

3.1 General

Two classes of replies are generated by a DABS transponder:
.,

(a) ATCRBS replies (Mode ,~,”~r Mode C),: arid” (b] ’DABS replies. ATCRBS

replies are generated in responpti to a normal ATCRBS interrogation. DABS

replies are generated in”response to an AT””CRBS/DABS All-Call interrogation

or a DABS interrogation.

3.2 Operating Frequency

The center frequency of the reply transmission shall be 1090 t 3 MHz,—

3.3 ATCRBS Reply Signal Characteristics

In response to an ATCRBS Mode A or Mode C interrogation, a DABS

transponder shall generate the appropriate Mode A or Mode C ATCRBS reply,

as defined in the U. S. National Standard for AT CRBS. The reply signal

characteristics are depicted in Figure 3. 3-1. Reply pulse length, interval,

and tolerances thereon are as defined in the U. S. National Standard for AT CR.BS

‘ICIAICZ%C4AQ ‘B1D1B2U2BQD4 ‘2 SPI

nflflnrillnnr;? /[] n
11111111 1111[1 ~4,35 “,cc~

o 1,45 249 4,35 5,8 7,25 8,7 10,15 11,6 13,05 14,5 15,95 17,4 18, S5 20.3

1,”s (,sEcl—

Figure 3.3-1. ATCRBS Reply Format,

3-1



3.4 DABS Reply Sigml Characteristics

A DABS reply consists of a preamble and a data block containing

56 or 112 data bits. The signal format is depicted in Figure 3.4-1.

L_ REPyo~~ ~ REPLYDATA~KK~
56 OR 112 uSEC ~lr

8B1T 1 , BIT 2 ,BIT 3 ,B!T 4 ,

llio[ll olllof~TP,/Tiwl
0:00:51:0 3,; 4:5 8,6 9:0

;$: —

~,,q

‘0’0 ‘1’0’ o ‘0’1
.

kAMPLE: REPLY HAVEFORH CORRESPONDING TO
INFORWTION SEQUENCE 0010...001

Figure 3, 4-1. DABS Reply Format.

3. 4.1 Preamble

The preamble consists of a series of four 0. 5 vsec pulses. The

intervals between the leading edge of the first preamble pulse and the leading

edges of the second, third, and fourth preamble pulses shall be 1.0, 3.5, and

4.5 psec, respectively. I

3. 4.2 Data Block

The data block begins 8.0 ~ sec folloting the leading edge of the first

preamble pulse. Binary data are transmitted at a 1.0 Mbps data rate using

pulse position modulation (PPM) as follows: in the 1. 0 ~sec interval corres -

po~ding to each data bit, a 0. 5 p sec pulse is transmitted in the first ha2f Of

the interval if the data bit is a 1, and in the second ha~ of the interval if the

data bit is a O.

3-2
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3. 4.3 Reply Pulse Shape

All reply pulses shall have a pulse duration of O. 5 t 0.05 p see, except

that when a 1 follows a O in the data block the two O. 5 #see pulses are contiguous,

resulting in a single pulse of duration 1. 0 t 0.05 p sec. filse rise time shall

be between 0.’05 and O. 1 Vsec, and pulse decay time shall be between O. 05 and

O. 2 # sec. The pulse amplitude variation of one pulse with respect to any other

pulse in

3. 4.4

a reply train shall not exceed 1 dB.

Note: The intent of the lower limit of rise and decay times
~ # se. ) is to reduce the sideband radiation. Equipment
will meet this requirement if the sideband radiation is no
greater than that which theoretically would be produced by
a trapezoidal wave having the stated rise and decay times.

Reply Pulse Interval Tolerances

The pulse interval tolerance for each pulse with respect to the first

preamble pulse of the reply shall be t O. 05 u sec.

3.5 Reply Delay and Jitter for a DABS Interrogation

The leading edge of the first preamble pulse of the reply to a DABS

interrogation shall occur at a time 128. 0 t O. 25 ~sec following the sync phase

reversal of the interrogation data block. The total jitter of the reply delay

shall not exceed t 0. 05 Msec.

3.6 Reply Delay and Jitter for an AT CR BS/DABS All-Call Interrogation

The leading edge of the first preamble pulse of the reply to an AT CRBS/

DABS All-Call interrogation shall occur at a time 128.0 ~ O. 25 p sec following

the leading edge of the P4 pulse of the interrogation. The total jitter Of the

reply delay shall not exceed t O. 1 w sec.
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4. DABS INTERROGATION AND REPLY MESSAGE FORMATS

4.1 General

There are four DABS interrogation types, and four DABS reply types,

as follows:

Interrogation Types

4.2

4. 2.1

Reply Types

All- Call

Surveillance

Comm-B

Comm-D

Interrogation Types

DABS-Only All-Call Interrogation

The DABS-Ody All-Call interrogation (length 56 bits) is used for the

acquisition of DABS- equipped aircraft. It is used in place of the ATCRBS/D~BS

All-Call interrogation when the interrogator does not desire to elicit replies

from ATCRBS- equipped aircraft.

4. 2.2 Surveillance Interrogation

The Surveillance interrogation (length 56 bits) is the normal DABS

interrogation. It is used for a surveillance update when no data link message

is to be transmitted.
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4. 2.3 Comm-A Interrogation

The Comm-A interrogation (length 112 bits) is used for the trans-

mission of a 56–bit data link message. Longer messages may be accommodated

by successive interrogation-response cycles. The Comm-A interrogation

includes the capabilities of the surveillance interrogation, and thus may be used

in its place for a surveillance update.

4. 2.4 Comm-C Interrogation

The Comm-C interrogation (length 112 bits) is used for the more

efficient transmission of long data link messages. Each Comm-C interrogation

includes an 80-bit message field, and up to 16 Comm-C interrogations may be

acknowledged with a single transponder reply. A Comm-C interrogation cannot

be used for a surveillance update.

4.3 Reply Types

4. 3.1 All- Call Reply

The All-Call Reply (length 56 bits) is used in response to an ATCRBS/

DABS All-Call or a DABS-Only All-Call interrogation. Its function is to inform

the interrogator of the presence of a DABS-equipped aircraft within its area of

coverage. It includes the aircraft’ s discrete address code so that the inter-

rogator can add the aircraft to its DABS target roll-call and discretely address’

subsequent interrogations to the aircraft. In addition, it includes a “Capability

Field” to designate the data link input/output capability of the airc raft.

4. 3.2 Surveillance Reply

The Surveillance Reply (length 56 bits) is the normal DABS reply when

no air-to-ground data-link transmission is required. This reply normally

includes the aircraft pressure altitude, digitally encoded in the same format

used for an ATCRBS Mode C reply. However, under interrogator control the
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pressure altitude transmission may be replaced with the aircraft’ s ATCRBS

Mode A (4096) code setting. This code readout can be initiated either by the

inter rOgatOr site, e. g. , On initial acquisition of a DABS-equipped target, or

can’be requested by the aircraft, e. g. , tO designate an emergency condition.

4. 3.3 Comrn- B Reply

The Comm-B reply (length 112 bits) is used for the transmission of

a 56-bit air-to-ground data-link message. Longer messages may be accom-

modated by successive interrogation-response cycles. The Comm- B reply

includes the capabilities of the Surveillance reply, and thus may be used in its

place for a surveillance update.

4. 3.4 Comm-D Reply

The Comm-D reply (length 112 bits) is used for the more efficient

transmission of long air-to-ground data-link messages. Each COmm-D reply

includes an 80-bit message field; and up to 16 Comm-D replies may be trans-

mitted as a single long respOnse, and acknowledged with a single interrogation.

A Comm-D reply cannot be used for a surveillance update because it does not

include the aircraft altitude.

4.4 Data Block Formats

The data block formats for each interrogation and reply type are ‘

shown in Figure 4.4-1. A brief discussion of each field follows. Section 6,

Link operating Protocol, includes a more detailed description of the use Of

the control fields to effect the surveillance and data link functions.
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4.4.1 F: Format Type

The first bit of the data block designates

F Format Type

o Standard (Surveillance,

and Comm-B formats)

1 Special (other formats)

4.4.2 L : Length

the format type, as follows:

Comm-A,

The second bit of the data block designates its length, as follows:

L Length

o 56 bits

1 112 bits

4. 4.3 IT: Interrogator Type

A one-bit field which designates whether the interrogation emanates

from a primary (IT=O) or secondary (IT=l ) interrogator. A transponder dOes

not reply to a secondary interrogation if it has received a primary inter rOgatiOn

containing its discrete address within a time period corresponding to a few

interrogator antenna scans.

4.4.4 All- Call Interrogation/Reply Fields

4.4.4.1 Capability

A six-bit field which designates to the interrogator the data link input/

output capability of the aircraft, (e. g. , PWI, IPC, alphanumeric display of

Comm-A messages, Comm-B capability). Specific codes are PresentlY

unassigned.

4. 4.4.2 Address

A 24-bit field which contains the aircraft’ s discrete address code.
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4. 4.4.3 Parity

A 24-bit field which contains 24 parity check bits generated by applying

a parity check code to the preceding bits in the data block. The algorithms

for generating the parity check bits are described in Section 5.

4.4.5 Surveillance/C omm-A Interrogation Fields

4.4.5. I S: Synchronization Indicator

A one-bit field which designates whether the interrogation is synchro-

nized, i. e. , timed such that the resulting reply occurs at a precise clock time.

A ,11,! in this field indicates that the interrogations synchronized.

4. 4.5.2 AL: ATCRBS Lockout

A one-bit field which allows the interrogator to prevent the transponder

from replying to ATCRBS interrogations. A “l” in this field inhibits such

replies.

4. 4.5.3 DL: DABS All-Call Lockout

A one-bit field which allows the interrogator to prevent the transponder

from replying to All-Call interrogations. A “1” in this field inhibits such

replies. Note that DL= 1 in an interrogation from a secondary interrogator

inhibits replies only to secondary DABS-Only All-Call interrogations.

4.4. 5.3 Epoch

A six-bit field which designates the six most significant bits of the

resulting synchronized reply

a time increment of 20 usec.

4.4. 5.4 CP: Clear PBUT

time. The leas’ significant Epoch bit represents

A one-bit field which is used to acknowledge and reset the pilot

acknowledgment buttons. A ‘!1 “ in this field indicates acknowledgment.



4. 4.5.5 CM: Clear Message

A one-bit field which is used to acknowledge receipt of an air-to-ground

Comm-B or extended-length data-link message. A III!! in this field indicates

acknowledgement. CM=l is also used to reset the cumulative transponder

technical acknowledgment following a ground-to-air efiended-length message

transfer.

4. 4.5.6 AI: Altitude/Identity Designator

A one-bit field used to designate whether the reply is to contiin the

pressure altitude code or ATCRBS Mode A code in its altitude/identity field.

A !1111 is

4.4. 5.7

follows:

4.4. 5.8

used to request transmission of the Mode A code.

RL: Reply Length

A one-bit field used to desigmte the reply type (length),

RL Reply Type—

o Surveillance (short)

1 Comm- B (long)

MSRC: Air-to-Ground Message Source

as

A four-bit field used with RL= 1 to initiate readout of mes sage input

devices on the aircraft (e. g. , extended capability ifiormation, MLS position,

automatic weather sensors, etc. ). Specific codes are presently umssigned,

except for MSRC=OOOO and 0001, as follows: an interrogation with RL=I,

MSRC=OOOO is used following an earlier reply containing B=l to elicit a Comm-B

reply with a pilot-initiated message in MB. An interrogation with RL= 1,

MSRC=OOO1 is used to read out the e=ended capability field of an aircraft equip-

ped for Comm-B transmission.
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4.4. 5.9 ALEC: Altitude Echo

A 12-bit field which transmits to the aircraft its altitude as reported

on the previous transponder response. For convenience in display, ALEC is

encoded as follows: bits 21-24 tranemit the decimal integers O-12, representing

10, 000-ft increments through 120,000 ft; bits 25-28 transmit the decimal

integers 0-9. representing 1, 000-ft increments; bits 29-32 transmit the decimal

integers O-9, representing loo-ft increments. For airc raft flying below

18, 000 ft, MSL, ALEC is corrected for local barometric pressure in the air-

craft’ s operating area, so that the ALEC display corresponds to the aircraft

altimeter readout.

(The ALEC display allows the pilot to continuously verify that the

aircraft! s reported altitude is the same as that indicated by the aircraft altimeter.

Such a check is necessary to insure the validity of the reported altitude when

used for automatic conflict detection/re sOlutiOn (e. g. , IPC ). In additiOn, the

ALEC display provides continuous assurance to the pilot that he is under DABS

surveillance and his equipment is functioning properly. )

4.4.5.10 MA: Ground-to-Air Data-Link Message

A 56-bit field which contains the ground-to-air data-link message.

The first bit of MA, designated AR (Acknowledgment Request), indicates

whether a pilot acknowledgment of the message is desired. The first eight

bits of MA include, in addition to AR, the display device address code and

display co.ntrOl bits.

4.4.5.11 Address/Parity

A 24-bit field which contains the 24-bit discrete address of the inter-

rogated aircraft combined with 24 parity bits generated by applying a parity
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check code to the preceding bits in the data block. The algorithms for

generating the parity check bits and for their combination with the address

code are described in Section 5.

4.4. b Surveillance/C omm- B Reply Fields

4.4. 6.1 S: Sync

A one-bit field which parrots the S bit in the corresponding inter-

rogation, indicating (by S=1) that the reply is synchronized and can be used by

suitably equipped aircraft for air -to-air ranging.

4. 4.6.2 B: Data- Link Message Waiting Indicator

A one-bit field which designates to the interrogator that the trans-

ponder has a Comm-B message waiting to be transmitted. A “1” in this field

indicates the presence of such a message.

4.4. b. 3 D: Etiended- Length Mes sage Waiting Indicator

A one-bit field which designates to the interrogator that a transponder

has an extended-length message waiting to be transmitted. A “l” in this field

indicates the presence of such a message.

4.4. 6.4 Epoch

A six-bit field which repeats in the synchronized reply the contents

of the Epoch field in the synchronized interrogation (paragraph 4.4.5. 3). ‘

4.4.6.5 DCOUNT

A four-bit field, transmitted when S=0, D=l in place of the first

four bits of the Epoch field (bits 7 through 10). DCOUNT is used to indicate
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the length of an extended-length message waiting to ,be sent. The fOur-bit

binary integer in DCOUNT is one less tha,n the number, of segments in the

etiended-length message.

4.4. b.6 PBUT: Pilot Acknowledgment Buttons

A two-bit field set by the pilot to respond to an Acknowledgment

Request (AR=l ), or to request an inte,~rogator test sequence, as follows:

4.4. b.?

PBUT

00

01

10

11

Meating

None

Will comply

Cannot comply

Request test transmission

AI: Altitude/Identity De sigmtor

A one-bit field used to desigoate whether the altitude/identity field

contains the pressure altitude code or ATCRBS Mode A code. A “1” is used

to indicate the presence of the Mode A code.

4.4. b.8 A: Alert

A one-bit field set by the pilot to request the interrogator to read

out the ATCRBS Mode A (409b) code setting. This is the manner. inwhich a

pilot indicates an emergency condition. It could also be used for the trana- ,

mission of other downlink messages, if specific Mode A cOde settings were

designated for that purpose. (Note that sewing of the first two digits of the

ATCRBS reply code to 76 or 77 will automatically ,set A= 1. )

4.4. 6.9 FR: Flight Rules Indicator

A one-bit field set by the pilot to indicate whether the aircraft is

operating under visual or instrument flight rules. A ,11,, in this field designates



IFR operation. (The inclusion of this idormation in the reply message is

tentative, pending decisions on (a) whether or not this information is required

for IPC, and (b) if so, whether it should be obtained from aircraft replies or

directly from the ATC computer. )

4.4.6.10 Altitude/Identity

A 13-bit field which contains the ATCRBS Mode A identity code or

Mode C altitude code (including “X’ib it), as indicated by the AI field.

4.4.6.11 MB: Air-to-Ground Data-Link Message

A 56-bit field which contains the air-to-ground dab-link message.

The first eight bits of MB are reserved for input device address code and

associated control/status bits.

4.4.6.12 Address/Parity

A Z4-bit field which contains the 24-bit discrete address of the

replying aircraft combined with 24 parity check bits generated by applying a

parity check code to the preceding bits in the data block. The algorithms for

generating the parity check bits and for their combination with the address

code are described in Section 5.

4.4.7 Special Comm-C/Comm- D Fields

4.4. 7.1 RTC: Reply Type for Comm-C Interrogations I

A special two-bit reply type and control field used in conjunction

with an extended-length message transmission, as follows:



I

RTC Reply Type Comment

00 No reply Designates initial segment

of ground-to-air ELM

01 No reply Designates intermediate seg-

ment of ground-to-air ELM

10 Comm-D reply containing

cumulative transponder

technical acknowledgment

(TTA) in MD

11 Comm-D reply with segments

designated in MC

4.4. ?.2 SNC and MC

SNC and MC are four and 80-bit fields interpreted according to

RTC as follows:

R TC SNC MC—— —

00 Segment number

01 (0-15) of message 80-bit message segment

10 segment in MC

11 Unused Designates air-to-ground ELM

segments to be transmitted in

response



4. 4.7.3 K, SND, and MD

K, SND, and MD are respectively one-, four-, and 80-bit fields

which are used for extended-length message transfer, as follows:

K SND MD—— —

0’ Segment number of 80-bit segment of air-to-

message segment in MD ground extended-length

message

1 Not used Cumulative transponder

technical acknowledgment

(TTA) of ground-to-air

efiended-length message
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5. ERROR PROTECTION

!.

1,

5.1 Errdr Protection Technique

5. 1.1 Parity check coding is used on DABS interrogations and replies to

provide a high degree ‘o? protection ‘against the occurrence of undetected errors.

5. 1.2 Twenty-four parity check bits are generated for each DABS trans -

mission. In all DABS interrogations and replies except DABS All-Call replies,

these parity check bits are combined with the 24-bit discrete address in the

interrogation or reply, thereby providing a high degree of error protection

without increasing the transmitted mes sage length.

5. 1.2.1 In DABS All-Call replies the 24-bit address is transmitted as part of

the information field. The 24 parity check bits are then transmitted as they

are generated, i. e. , without combining them with the address bits.

5. 1.3 An error occurring in the received data block (either in the information

field or address/parity field) will in general modify the bit pattern in the address

field at the completion of the decoding process. The probability of an undetected

error, i. e. , one which does not modify the address pattern after decoding, is

etiremely small.

5. 1.4 When an error occurs in an interrogation, the transponder to which

the interrogation was addressed will not recognize its address and so will not

reply or accept any accompanying message.



5. 1.4.1 It is possible that noise or interference-induced errors will cause an

aircraft to accept an interrogation which was actually addressed to another

Because of the very large number of possible addresses (2
24 ~

aircraft.

16 million), the probability of occurrence of such a misdirected message is

very low. Note that the aircraft receiving the misdirected message must be

in the main lobe of the interrogator antenna pattern. Otherwise, the inter-

rogation will be rejected by the DABS sidelobe suppression action.

5. 1.5 In decoding the response to a discretely-addressed interrogation, the

interrogator already knows the address of the replying aircraft. This allows

the interrogator not only to detect errors in the reply, but als O tO cOrrect

certain error patterns without significantly compromising the reliability of

error detection. The code properties permit the correction of error patterns

resulting from interference due to a single ATCRBS reply.

5. 1.5.1 In decoding the response to an All-call inter rotation, the decOder dOes

not know the address of the replying aircraft. However, since the parity check

bits are not combined with the address bits in the DABS All-Call reply, the

error detection and correction capability is the same as in the case of responses

to discretely-addressed interrogations.

5.2 Parity Check Sequence Generation

5.2.1 A systematic code is employed in which the 32 or 88-bit information

field (Of a 56 or 112-bit data block, respectively) is transmitted unmodified.



I

I
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I

5.2.2 Twenty-four parity check bits are generated by operating on the

information field with an encoder described by the following polynomial:

24

g(x) = ~ gi x’

i= o

where gi = 1 for i=O through 12, 14, 21, 24

= O otherwise.

The detailed operation of the encoder is described in paragraph 5.4.

5.2.3 The 24 parity check bits are then combined with the 24-bit discrete

address (except for the DABS All-Call reply) and transmitted sequentially

following the information field.

5.3 Addres s/Parity Combination

Two slightly different procedures are used for combining the address

and parity check bits, one for interrogations and one for replies. The pro-

cedure used for interrogations is chosen to minimize transponder hardware

complexity. The procedure used for replies is chosen to facilitate the use of

error correction in reply decoding.

5.4

5. 4.1

Encoder Operation I

Figure 5. 4-1 depicts a realization of the interrogator and transponder

encoders. (The connection shown as a broken line is present only in the inter-

rogator encoder. )

5. 4.2 Other functionally- equivalent encoder realizations are possible. Such

alternate realizations are equally accep~ble, providing the address/parity field

generated for any itiormation and address fields is identical to that of the en-

coder in Figure 5.4-1.



Figure 5.4-1. Functional Diagram of DABS Interrogator
and Transponder Encoders.

5.4.3 As illustrated, the encoder comprises a 24- stage shift register, with

the outputs of certain stages, as defined by the characteristic polynomial,

s ummed modulo-2 with the input sequence and applied to the shift register

input.

5.4.4 The encoder operates in two modes, the first during the transmission

of the itiormation field, the second during the transmission of the address/

parity field. In the depicted encoder, the mode is determined by the position

of the switch; the position illustrated corresponds to the mode used during the

I

transmission of the ifiormation field.

5.4.5 Encoding commences with all shift register stiges initialized to “O”.

During transmission of the information field, the encoder output is connected

directly to the input, i. e. , the transmitted bits are identically the information

bits. Simultaneously the information bits are summed modulo- 2 with selected

shift register stages and applied to the shift register input.
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5.4.6 During transmission of the address/prity field, the encOder Output

(i. e. , the sequence of bits to be transmitted) is the output of the sum modulo-2

network. In the case of the interrogator encoder, the address bits are appUed

sequentially to the shift register input as well as to the sum-modulo-2 network.

In the case of the transponder encoder the address bits are applied only to the

sum-modulo-2 networh the shift register input is set to “0!’ during address/

parity field transmission.
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6. LINK OPERATING PROTOCOL

The’following material, primarily of an explanatory nature, describes

tie use of the DABS message formats in effecting the surveillance and com-

munications functions.

6.1 Sur”eilhnce , ,. . . ,Jj’ ~ .,:,, ,,

6. 1.1 Acquisition :,
,.

,.L .,.,.

Acquisition of an aircraft occurs as the result of a handoff procedure

from another sensor or from an All-Call reply (in the case of a “pop-up”

target).

6. 1.1.1 When an aircraft is acquired as the result of an All-Call reply, the

Capability field designates if the aircraft is equipped with certain basic data-

link output/disphy devices, plus whether or not the aircraft is equipped for

air-to-ground data-link.

6. 1.1.2 Further knowledge of data-link input/output capability will be required

for aircraft equipped for air-to- ground transmission. This information is

acquired by interrogating the aircraft with RL= 1 and MS RC=OOO1. This inter-

rogation elicits a Comm-B reply containing an extended capability field in MB.

6. 1.1.3 If an aircraft is acquired as the result of a ground-to-ground handoff

from another sensor, the capability information is included as part of the

handoff.
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6. 1.2 DABS All-Call Lockout

When roll-call interrogations have begun on a particular target, the

DABS All-Call Lockout bit (DL) will normally be set and repeated in all

subsequent surveillance and Comm-A interrogations. This will prevent un-

necessary All- Call replies to the sensor performing surveillance on that

target as well as to other DABS sensors. Handoff of a target to another sensor

is accomplished by sensor -to-sensnr transmission of the aircraft!s address

and position; the receiving sensor then acquires the target by discrete address

interrogations.

6. 1.2.1 If a transponder does not receive an interrogation within a fixed

time (corresponding to a few interrogator antenna scans), its lockout status

automatically lapses. Thus, if no DABS sensor is maintaining track, the

aircraft can be acquired by means of All-Calls.

6. 1.3 ATCRBS Lockout

When an aircraft is on the roll-call of a DABS interrogator, the

ATCRBS lockout bit (AL) will ordinarily be set to eliminate unnecessary

ATCRBS replies to ATCRBS interrogators within range of the target. The use

of ATCRBS lockout may be inhibited to effect a target handover to an ATCRBS-

only equipped facility, and also at certain times and/or in certain regions to ‘

accommo&te the needs of military surveillance by ATCRBS interrogators.

6. 1.3.1 Like the DABS All-Call lockout, the ATCRBS lockout also lapses if

not reidorced within a fixed time, so that loss of DABS surveilbnce will

permit acquisition by any ATCRBS interrogator.
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6. 1,4 Secondary Interrogator Lockout

When an aircraft is on the roll-call of a primary DABS interrogator

(designated by IT= O), it will not respond to DABS interrogations (All-Caller

discretely -addressed) froma secondary interrogator (designated by IT=l).

In general, a’primary interrogator is a DABS sensor performing normal ATC

surveilbnce and communication, while a secondary interrogator is an omni-

directional facility whose functions to provide synchronizing interrogations

to aircraft not under DABS surveillance.

6. 1.4.1 If no primary interrogations received withina fixed time (corres -

pondingto a few interrogator antenna scans), lockout to secondary interroga-

tions will lapse.

6. 1.4.2 When an aircraft is on the roll- call of a secondary interrogator,

the DABS lockout bit (DL) will normally be set to prevent the aircraft from

replying to All-Call interrogations from other secondary interrogators. This

will not prevent the transponder from replying to ATCRBS/DABS All-Call or

DABS- only All- Call interrogations from a primary interrogator.

6. 1.5 Surveilknce Interrogation/Reply

When an aircraft is on the roll-call of a DABS interrogator, routine

surveillance is performed by a single interrogation/reply cycle each inter-
,

rogator antenm scan. Monopulse direction finding is used to make an accurate

azimuth measurement on the basis of the single reply.



6. 1.6 Synchronized Interrogation/Reply

Immediately following the surveillance interrogation/reply (within

the same interrogator beam dwell time), a precisely-timed interrogation is

transmitted, such that the reply occurs at a specified clock time. The

round-trip transmission delay measured on the surveillance interrogation/

reply cycle is used to determine the interrogation timing so as to acheive

the desired reply timing.

6. 1.7 Reinterrogation

An interrogator may not receive a response to an interrogation either

because the transponder does not receive the interrogation and therefore does

not reply, or because the reply cannot be decoded correctly. In either case,

the interrogator assumes the interrogation, with any accompanying data link

message, was not received by the transponder, and additional interrogations

are attempted within the same beam dwell time.

6.2 Ground-to-Air Data- Link Message Transfer

6.2.1 Comm-A interrogations are used for ground-to-air transmission of

IPC commands and other “tactical” ATC instructions. It is assumed that, before

any such transfer is initiated, the ground system has knowledge of the Comm-A

capability of the aircraft in question and hence of the set of permissible messag’e

types. The message is transmitted by a Comm-A interrogation with the appro-

priate display device code and message teti in MA. The reply will ordinarily

be a Surveillance reply with altitude unless some transaction involving

an air-to-ground data link transmission is being carried on simultaneously.

An acceptable reply received by the interrogator constitutes an implicit trans-

ponder technical acknowledgment (TTA) of the ground-to-air message. If no
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reply is received, the message is scheduled for one or more repeat trans-

missions. The transaction is not necessarily completed with receipt of an

implicit TTA, however, since a pilot acknowledgment is required for some

messages.

6.2.2 Pilot Acknowledgment

Certain types of messages, e. g., pOsitive IPC cOmmands~ Will ‘equire

pilot acknowledgment. To alert the’ pilot that an acknowledgment is reque steal,

the “AR” bit in the Comm-A interrogation is set. When “AR=l” is sensed by

the transponder, a blinking light is turned on at or near the pilot’ s YES and

NO buttons; the buttons become active after a short delay to prevent

the transmission of an acknowledgment Aich might ambiguously refer to a

pretious command. When the pilot pushes an active button, the light stops

flashing but remains on, the button becomes inactive, and

is set in the PBUT format. The PBUT sigml will then be

ground as part of every Surveillance or Comm- B Reply.

6.2.3 Resetting of Pilot Acknowledgment Signal

the appropriate code

transmitted to the

The signal encoded in PBUT continues to be transmitted in each Sur-

veillance or Comm-B Reply until its receipt is acknowledged by the interrogator.

This acknowledgment is accomplished by transmitting an interrogation with ‘

CP=l. Receipt of CP=I resets PBUT to 00 and turns the light off. Note that

the sequence of states of the light (flashing - steady - off) serves to indicate to

the pilot the progress of the transaction.

6. 2.3.1 The light is also turned off and PBUT reset under either of two other

conditions: (1) interruption and recovery from a power failure in the trans-

ponder or related 1/0 devices, and (2) loss of DABS contact, defined as failure



I

I

by the transponder to decode its proper address in a DABS interrogation for

some fixed time, equal to that of a small number of interrogator antenna

scans.

6.2,4 Multiple-Segment Ground-to-Air Message Transfer

Several recent studies>: of ground-to-air ATC data-link message

requirements have indicated that a mes sage length capability of approximately

32 alphanumeric characters is needed to accommodate most ATC “tactical”

messages. Such messages can be transferred as a succession of eight-

character segments, each segment transmitted by a Comm-A interrogation,

and each individually acknowledged before transmission of the succeeding

segment. The following describes a possible display configuration and associ-

ated link protocol to protide this data- link capability.

6. Z. 4.1 Disphy Configuration and Message Format

The message display consists of four sections,

playing eight alphanumeric characters. All of the sections of the display are

accessed by means of a single detice address code. Six bits are used to

encode each alphanumeric character; thus, 48 bits are required to display

each eight-character section. The 8-bit message control field includes the

AR bit, a 3-bit device address code (MDES), and four control bits. Two of
I

these bits, designated Display Clear (DC) and Display Enable (DE), control the

dispky operation as follows:

each capable of dis -

,$~For emmple, see 12].



A message segment containing DC=l clears all four

sections of the display.

A message segment containing DE=O blanks (i. e. , turns

off) all four sections of the display, but does not erase

the contents of the dispby memory registers.

A message segment containing DE=l actiwtes (i. e. ,

turns on) all four sections of the display.

TWO additional bits, designated Section Address (5A) bits, are used to indicate

the segment number (O through 3) of the associated message segment, and

define which section of the display is to be used for that message segment.

Figure 6. 2-1 depicts the tentative mes sage format.

AR WES DC DE SA CHAMCTER 1 CHAMCTER 2
i~

CHAMCTER 8
1

12345678 14 20 50 %

AR: ACKNOWLEDGMENT REQUEST

DC: DISPLAY CLEAR O - No ACTION

1 = CLEAR

DE: DISPMY ENMLE O = BUNK

1- DISPLAY

~ES: 01SPUY DEVICE CODE

w: SECTION bDRE8S

Figure 6.2-1. MA Field Format for Multiple-Segment
Ground-to-Air Messages.
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6. 2.4.2 Link Protocol for Complete Message

Transmission of a complete message (all display sections updated)

is initiated with a Comm-A interrogation with the appropriate MDES, and with

DC=l and DE=O or 1 (depending on whether the message segments are to be

displayed as received, or not until the total message is delivered. If this is

the only segment to be transmitted, DE=l. ). SA can have any allowable value,

depending on the desired display format and order of transmission. This

segment, and all subsequent ones, must be acknowledged by receipt of the

transponder reply prior to transmission of a subsequent segment; if the reply

is not received, the same segment is retransmitted. AS soon as this reply is

received, the next segment may be transmitted. This and subsequent segments

of the same message are transmitted with DC=O in order not to erase already

transmitted segments; again, DE may be O or 1, except that On the final seg-

ment DE must be 1 in order to activate the display. If pilot acknowledgment

of the message is required, the AR bit is set in the Comm-A interrogation

containing the final segment.

6. 2.4.3 Link Protocol for Section Update

Any section of the display may be modified by the transmission of a

single segment with DC=O and DE=l. This overwrites the new segment into ,

the display section designated by the SA bits; the other display sections are

unaffected by this transmission. As in the case of a complete message, the

transponder reply acknowledges receipt Of the segmenti a PilOt acknowledgment

may be requested by setting the AR bit.



6.2.4.4 Multiple- Segment Scheduling

Normally, the delivery of a complete multiple- segment message will

be accomplished within the single-scan dwell time, i. e. , within a few tens Of

mini- seconds. However, the protocol de scribed above permits delivery to

be accomplished over a succession of scans if sensor loading or channel inter-

ference prevents complete delivery within one dwell time.

6.3 Air-to-Ground Data-Link Message Transfer

The Comm-B air-to-ground data link carries two kinds of message

traffic: ( 1 ) ground-initiated, for readout of on-board instrumentation, and

(2) pilot-ititiated.

6. 3.1 Ground-Initiated Transfer

A ground-initiated transfer begins with a request in the form of a

Surveilbnce Interrogation with a long reply specified (RL= 1 ). The MSRC

field would be set to indicate the device from which the data readout is wanted.

This message would trigger an immediate Comm-B reply with an MB field

containing the MSRC code and the requested data. No acknowledgments are

involved; failure to receive the data correctly on the ground simply causes a

repeat of the request. Note that a C omm-B reply includes all the surveillance

information of a Surveillance Reply. For this rea son a separate surveilhnce

transaction is not needed on a scan when a ground-initiated Comm-B is planned.

In fact, for airc raft equipped with suitable instrumentation which provides data

useful for surveillance, (e. g. , readout of position derived from Microwave

Landing System instrumentation) the two functions can be completely merged

and all surveillance can take place by means of Comm-B Replies.



6. 3.2 Pilot- Initiated Transfer

A pilot-initiated Comm- B message is started by setting up the message

text on an input detice and pushing a “Send” button, causing the “B” code to be

set to ‘!1’!. This B code is transmitted with every Surveilbnce and Comm- B

reply. Receipt of this B code causes the interrogator to send a ground-to-air

transmission (either Surveillance or Comm-A) with RL=l and MSRC=OOOO;

the transponder responds with tie waiting Comm- B reply, with the source cOde

corre spending to the device whose ,, Send!! button was pushed and the message

text in MB.

6. 3.3 Ground Technical Acknowledgment

Because of the asymmetry between sensor and transponder (with the

sensor not routinely replying to every air-to-ground transmission), an explicit

ground technical acknowledgment is required. When the air-to-ground message

is successfully received by the sensor, the CM bit is set to “1’! in the next

interrogation. When CM=l is received by the transponder, the B code is reset

and a signal goes to the interface which causes the I!Send!! buttOn to be unlatched.

The transaction is then complete.

6. 3.4 Multiple-Segment Air-to-Ground Message Transfer

While no specific requirements have been identified at this time, it is ,

possible that certain air-to-ground mes sages initiated by non- ELM- equipped

aircraft will require more than 56 bits for transmission. As in the case of

multiple-segment ground-to-air messages (paragraph 6.2. 4), such messages

can be accommodated by a succession of Comm-B replies, each acknowledged

by the interrogator before transmission of the next. The message input de~ce

would incorporate the necessary bookkeeping functions, including reinitiating

6-10
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an air-to-ground transfer (i. e. , reset the B bit to ‘!1 ‘!) following the acknowl-

edgment of the preceding segment by the interrogator. Any necessary link

control and/or segment labelling bits would be contained within the control

subfield

6.4

within the MB field.

Extended-Length Message Protocol

Extended-Length Message (ELM) protocol provides for the more

efficient transmission of long data- link mes sages by permitting the grouping

of up to 16 message segments into a single entity, which can be acknowledged

by a single reply. (The limit of 16 segments refers solely to the manner in

which the message is transferred over the link. Longer messages can be

accommodated through the use of a mes sage continuation indicator within the

text field of the last segment of an ELM. )

6.4.1 Ground-to-Air Extended-Length Message Transfer

Ground-to-Air Extended-Length messages are transmitted using the

Comm-C format with three different reply type codes (RTC=OO, 01, and 10) as

defined in paragraph 4.4. ?. 2. The three reply type codes designate an initializing

segment, intermediate segments (from zero to 14 in number), and a final

segment. The transfer of all segments may take place without any intervening

air-to-ground replies, as described in the next three paragraphs. In this way,

channel loading is minimized. Message segments (one per Comm-C interro-

gation) may be transmitted at a rate up to one per 50 p sec. This minimum

spacing is required to permit the resuppression of ATCRBS transponders.

Delivery of the message may take place during a single scan or over a few scans

depending on the length of the message, the channel interference level, and the sensor
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loading. Normally, sdficient time will be available within one scan to permit

complete delivery of the message.

6.4. 1.1 Initializing Segment Transfer

The extended length message transaction for an N segment message

(segment numbers O through N-1) is initiated by a Comm-C interrogation with

RTC=OO. The transponder does not reply. Receipt of this interrogation (in

effect a ‘Idial up’!) causes the ELM interface within the transponder to initialize

its message storage and bookkeeping registers in preparation for a new ELM

transfer. Also delivered in the initial call is the teti of the final message

segment in MC, and its segment number (N- 1 ) in the SNC field. This “last

segment first’! protocol is used to inform the transponder of the length of the

message. If an initializing segment is received before the completion of an

earlier ground-to-air ELM transfer, the effect is to abort the older message

and replace it with the newer one. If the ELM processor fails to receive an

initializing segment, it will ignore all further segments of the same message.

6. 4.1.2 Intermediate Segment Transfers

Message delivery proceeds with the transmission of intermediate

segments (numbers N-2 through 1 ) via Comm-C interrogations with RTC=OI,

again triggering no replies. Each message segment is identified with its I

segment number in the SNC field. The ELM processor stores these segments

in the appropriate storage location based on this number. In this way, the

message processor reassembles the message, and its bOOkkeeping functiOn

keeps track of which segments have been received. Note that intermediate

segments may be delivered in any order, once the ELM processor has been

initialized with segment N- 1. E the entire message consists of only one or two

segments, there will be no intermediate transfers.
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6.4. 1.3 Final Segment Transfer

The interrogator transmits the final segment in a Comm-C interrogation

with RTC=IO. Its segment number is in SNC and the teti in MC as before.

This RTC code elicits a Comm- D reply with K= 1 and a cumulative transponder

technical acknowledgment in the MD field. The cumulative transponder technical

acknowledgment (TTA) consists of a bit string (maximum length 16 bits) which

indicates which segments of the ELM have been received. The first bit repre-

sents the state of first (N=O ) segment, etc. , with the states defined as:

1 = segment received and O = segment not received. Thus at all times this

field represents the current status of segment delivery from the time of ~M

initiation. H the interrogator does not receive a reply to the Comm-D inter-

rogation containing the final segment, the interrogation is repeated until the

reply is successfully received. If all segments have been received, the

interrogator knows that its last transfer was indeed final and closes out the

transaction by the transmission of a Surveillance or Comm-A interrogation

with CM=l, which resets the TTA field in the transponder. The ELM processor

in the transponder transfers the message to the appropriate output device as

soon as it senses the presence of all segments.

6.4. 1.4 H one or more segments of the ELM were not received by the trans L

ponder, this is indicated by zeroes in the corresponding bit positions in the

TTA. The interrogator retransmits the missing segments with RTC=O 1, except

for the final one which has RTC=1O to request an updated TTA. This process

continues until the ground receives a cumuhtive TTA indicating that all seg-

ments have been delivered. At that point, the transaction is closed out as

described above.



6.4.2 Air-to-Ground Extended Length Message Transfer

The transfer of an air-to-ground ELM is similar to the ground-to-air

process. Differences between the two protocols result primarily from (1) the

fact that all channel actitity is ground initiated and (2) the transponder can

reply with a longer communications format only when given specific permission

by the ground.

6. 4.2.1 Initialization

An N-segment air-to-ground ELM transfer is initiated by a Surveillance

reply containing the D bit get equal to 1, and DCOUNT set to N-1. The inter-

rogator is fully initialized as soon as it receives this information.

6.4.2.2 The interrogator requests the air-to-ground transmission of ELM

segments using a Comm-C transmission with RTC= 11. In this format, the

SNC field is unused, and the first 16 bits of MC form a special 16-bit Segment

Requegt (SR) field, in which the successive bit positions correspond to segment

numbers O through 15. The degigmted regponse is a series of Comm-D replies

containing those message segments for which the corresponding SR bit is set to

one. (The transponder is thus not told which segments have been successfully

received, but those which are to be transmitted. ) The successive Comm-D

replies of the response are transmitted with a nominal spacing of 135 w sec

between preambles (16 p sec between the end of a reply and the succeeding

preamble). After the complete response to the Comm-C interrogation has been

received, another Comm-C interrogation with an updated SR field is transmitted

to request segments not yet received (either because they were not requested in

the first response, or because they were received in error). The transponder

replies again with the requested segments. The cycle is repeated until all
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segments have been received as with uplink ELM’ S, this prOcess maY take

place within a scan or over several scans.

6.4.2.3 Although the precise spacing of segments in the response is known

to the interrogator, each segment is transmitted as a full Comm-D reply with

preamble in order to desynchronize the reply decoder in case the preceding

segment is lost.

6. 4.2.4 When all segments have been received, the cOmplete message is

transferred to the designated recipient. The transaction is terminated by a

Surveillance interrogation with the CM field set tO 1. This signal resets the

D-bit and DCOUNT field, and provides visual indication of message transfer by

unlatching the Send button and/or turning off a light.

6.4.3 Message Priorities

The processor which has control of message traffic may assign

priority classes to ground-to-air messages On the basis Of type (COmm-A Or

Comm-C), whether the message is single-block or ELM, or on destination

(MDES). Message priority could affect routing, inter ruptions of ELM delivery,

and the order of service whenever more than one message is waiting. For

air-to-ground messages, the possible priority classes are more limited, since

there is less advance knowledge of the message parameters. However, E L~

transfers are always regarded as having lower priority than Comm-A or

Comm-B messages. Delivery of a ground-to-air ELM can be interrupted at

any time to permit the delivery of an IPC or other urgent Comm-A message,

and then resumed. Similarly, a Comm-B message may interrupt an air-to-

ground ELM. Message numbering (as opposed to segment numbering) is not

required for this protocol; if desired by the user, message ID’s maY be cOded

within the message tefi.
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7. DISCRETE ADDRESS CODE ASSIGNMENT

.

1
!-

7.1 General

7. 1.1 The 24 address bits provide for more than 16 million different address

codes, allowing assignment ofmuni~tie.address cOde tO every aircraft. The,,:
,, .’:-.:., ,. .,!:

address code will th+n p*ov~,d;;””,fio’i:tiveidentificatiOn Of each aircraft under
~., ., ,’”ATC ~urveillance. .,,, ... .. ... ~~ ‘“’’+’”’

7. 1.2 Address codes could be assigned arbitrarily, with no relationship to

other means of identifying an aircraft. However, it appears operationally

convenient to assign address codes in a manner directly related to the normal

ATC voice call sign of the aircraft. This will eliminate the need for including

the beacon code as a separate item in a flight plan, and will permit an Air

Traffic Controller to correlate an observed target with an air/ground voice

contact without requiring a presto red conversion table.

7. 1.3 Two categories of voice call signs are in common use: call signs

which are uniquely and permanently associated with a particular aircrafti and

call signs which are associated with a particular flight operation.

7. 1.3.1 Flight operations other than air carrier and some military use the

aircraft registration “number” (e. g. , N3215A, G- BZAC) as the voice call

sign.

7. 1.3.2 Air carrier operations use the flight number (e. g. , TW531, BA762)

as the voice call sign.

7-1
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7. 1.3.3 Military operations use either a call sign related to the aircraft

registration number (e. g. , Air Force 340), or a call sign assigned to a

particular flight operation (e. g. , Bravo 1).

7. 1.4 It has not yet been determined whether to use “variable” beacon

address codes, i.e. , ones which are associated with a particular flight opera-

tion, or only to use !Ifixedll addre~~ cOdes, i, e. , ones which are permanently

associated with an aircraft. The code assignment procedure described below

accommodates both, so that the choice can be made at a later date on the basis

of operational convenience.

7.2 Code Assignment Procedure

7. 2.1 Twenty-four bits are available for encoding the aircraft address.

The leading bit is used to designate whether the address is fixed (leading “O”),

or variable (leading ‘!1 “).

7. 2,2 Fixed Codes

7.2.2. 1 Specific procedures are defined for assigning address codes corres-

ponding to the four common registration formats, i. e. , all digits, four digits

plus one letter, three digits plus two letters, and four letters. In each case

the leading Ietter(s ), designating country of origin, are omitted.

7. 2.2.2 Address code bits are assigned as follows:
,

Bit 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Bits 2-4 Bits 5-9 Bits 10-14 Bits 15-19 Bits 20-24——

000 3 decimal digits 3 decimal digits

001 3 decimal digits 1 decimal digit 1 letter

010 3 decimal digits 1 letter 1 letter

011 1 letter 1 letter 1 letter 1 letter

100

101 Unassigned

110

111

“
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7. 2.3 Variable Codes

7. 2.3.1 Twenty-three bits (following a leading “l”) are available for variable

codes. The procedure defined here divides these into nine prefix bits (512 pre-

fixes), plus fourteen bits to designate flight numbers from 0000 through 9999.

(Note that noprovision is made for stifixes, as occasionally used to designate

,, ~ection~ I, of ~ particular scheduled flight OPerati On. Such suffixes would have

to be accommodated either with a different flight number, or by a sub-field of

the prefix field. )

7. 2.3.2 Address code bits are assigned as follows:

Bit 1 Bits 2-10 Bits 11-14 Bits 15-24

0 Prefix 1 decimal digit 3 decimal digits

No prefix assignments are designated at this time. The anticipated prOcedure

is the assignment of a unique prefk to each operating agency, e. g. , United

Airlines, Air France, U.S. Air FOrce.

7. 2.4 The above techniques provide a reasonable basis for initiating experi-

ments and operations. It is recognized that alternative, preferable procedures

for address bit assignment, especially for variable addresses, may evolve as

the re suit of operating experience or from considerations of compatibility with

other designators.

7. 2.4.1 An alternative procedure to be considered is the use of only fixed

codes for the 24-bit discrete address, with the aircraft’s voice call sign, if

different, transmitted as part of the extended capability field, i.e. , in response

to an interrogation with RL=l, MSRC=OOO1.
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